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Dilemma of geoconservation of monogenetic volcanic sites 
under fast urbanisation and infrastructure developments
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Geological context of 
Auckland, and AVF. 
Largest city in Auckland, 
rapid population 
growth, subject to
significant development 
pressures.

Hopkins JL, Smid ER, Eccles JD, Hayes JL, Hayward 
BW, McGee LE, van Wijk K, Wilson TM, Cronin SJ, 
Leonard GS, Lindsay JM, Németh K, Smith IEM 
(2020) Auckland Volcanic Field magmatism, 
volcanism, and hazard: a review. New Zealand 
Journal of Geology and Geophysics:1-22
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Monogenetic Volcano Types

Dry system –
Internally 
controlled

Wet system – Externally controlled

Nemeth K, Kereszturi G (2015) 
Monogenetic volcanism: 
personal views and discussion. 
International Journal of Earth 
Sciences 104(8):2131-2146

After Kereszturi G, Németh K (2012) Monogenetic basaltic volcanoes: genetic 
classification, growth, geomorphology and degradation. In: Németh K (ed) 
Updates in Volcanology - New Advances in Understanding Volcanic Systems. 
inTech Open, Rijeka, Croatia, pp 3-88 [http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51387]
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Central Auckland Volcanic cones and UNESCO sites

Scoria cones – culturally significant, protected and maintained
From scientific perspective they have not really high values

Tuff rings and maars – culturally less known, marginally protected and maintained
From scientific perspective they have significant values, offer good study sites for 
the most devastating volcanic hazards to understand.

Under Protection

Limited or no Protection

High Landscape and 
Cultural Value

High Scientific 
Value and “Denied” 
or Unknown 
Cultural Value
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South Auckland – Urban Expansion – Raw Material Demand

Complex tuff rings and maars with scoria and lava infill in the southern Auckland region – culturally significant but their cultural significance is downplayed over  
many decades, rarely protected. They are exploited due to their southern location where urban expansion and raw material demands are high.
From scientific perspective they have significant values, offer good study sites for the most devastating volcanic hazards to understand.
They offer some insight to the growth of complex small-volume volcanoes.
Abundant quarries exposes superb outcrops but they are not protected, maintained or set as geosites for public. Access to active quarries is difficult due to private 
ownership.

Maungataketake maar with scoria and lava infill that quarried away

Agustin-Flores J, Németh K, Cronin SJ, Lindsay JM, 
Kereszturi G, Brand BD, Smith IEM (2014) 
Phreatomagmatic eruptions through unconsolidated 
coastal plain sequences, Maungataketake, Auckland 
Volcanic Field (New Zealand). Journal of Volcanology 
and Geothermal Research 276:46-63

BUT it has great scientific value and excellent coastal outcrops 
to understand pyroclastic density current formation
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Wiri development, from pastures to “Greenfield”
industrial and urban development 1970s onwards…

3 17 2005 GoogleEarth Pro 1 24 2020 GoogleEarth Pro

12 31 2005 GoogleEarth Pro
1 24 2020 GoogleEarth Pro

Roscommon Rd 
marked by red line
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Timeline of Destruction in 
Historic Scale

Te Manurewa o Tamapahore/Wiri 
Mountain

Images from 1958 by Whites 

Aviation

Roscommon Rd 
marked by red line

1952 image 

by Whites Aviation

Rangitoto Volcano
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Wiri’s Volcanic Geoheritage and its Significance
Complex phreatomagmatic volcano,
Quarrying exposed key tuff ring sections with contacts to capping coherent magmatic units,
Vertical sections exposed that laterally continuous over 100 meters,
Complete transition from phreatomagmatic to magmatic capping units exposed,
Long lava cave preserved as a main lava artery emitted from this volcano,
Such complete exposed succession in Auckland is rare, partially due to urbanization that covers the former outcrops,
Here quarrying provided a superb set of exposed critical rock units that have significant scientific value.

Multiple magmatic 
pyroclastic succession 
grade into and intercalated 
with lava flows

Exposed phreatomagmatic tuff ring 
succession with evidences of base surge 
processes and ballistic impact horizons

Multiple tuff ring successions as evidence of 
compound tuff ring formation
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Timeline of Destruction in Visible Scale - 2017 Still accessible tuff ring succession

Capping lava pile

Lava spatter and 
clastogenic lava 
flows

Scoria lapilli beds

Tuff ring

Transitional pyroclastic sequence

Multiple lava flow pile 
with autobreccias
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Timeline of Destruction in Visible Scale - 2019

Levelled lava field with concrete blasted outcrops
Unique lava cave/tube is just few metres below this surface

Lava cave/tube entrance

Narrow band of still standing tuff ring section

Remowed important tuff ring section

Blocked tuff ring section

Fenced off crater filling scoria cone 
section, now rubbish bin storage place
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Bakony-Balaton UNESCO Global Geopark
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Pula – Abandoned alginite quarry exposes the crater filling laminated sediments (alginate) that was quarried for decades for local use (similar to Messel). While quarry was active intensive 
research in the field of palaeontology, paleoclimatology and volcanology were conducted.
The site was subject of several scientific research with globally significant outputs (eg. Nemeth and Martin 2005, Kovacs et al. 2020)
The site is part now a local geotrail and enjoys some limited local/regional protection status.
The stop of quarrying however reduced the number of new fossils recovered in recent years.

Németh K, Martin U (1999) Small-volume volcaniclastic flow deposits related to phreatomagmatic explosive eruptive centres near Szentbékkála, Bakony-
Balaton Highland Volcaninc Field, Hungary : Pyroclastic flow or hydroclastic flow? Földtani közlöny 129(3):393-417

Szentbekkalla – phreatomagmatic pyroclastic flow exposed in village tuff quarry
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Sumegpraga – abandoned basalt quarry

Basaltic intrusive complex as a feeding system of a chain of monogenetic 
volcanoes that are already significantly eroded in the surface
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Bazsi – abandoned basalt quarry, that is in the stage to reopen.
The site is a significant geosite as it records magma – sediment 
interaction features and document an important processes the 
Pliocene basaltic volcanism take place in western Hungary.
Renewal of quarrying will bring new exposures that may 
rewrite our understanding of the volcanism in the region hence 
the location ahs high scientific value

Bazsi – features like this can quickly vanish due to vegetation overgrowth in case of abandoning 
the place or by renewal of quarrying. Renewal however may bring even better sections visible. 
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Conclusion
In Auckland, high aesthetic volcanic landscape elements (scoria cones) with strong cultural heritage 
elements kept and maintained as critical geosites that play important roles in tourism and recreation. 
These geosites are within the downtown region of the city and they also enjoy council-led protections. 
These sites however carry moderate to low scientific values as they are volcanic landforms that are 
very common on Earth and they are purely exposed or suffered strong anthropogenic modification 
through maori settlement and agriculture.

In Auckland, in its southern part, tuff rings and maars (commonly filled with lava flows) are the main 
volcanic landforms that are not under protection, or their cultural values are under debate. These sites 
are also in an area where industrialisation, infrastructure development and housing is in high pace, 
hence raw material demand and/or various rubbish pit assignments are in strong need. These locations 
commonly quarried, exposing valuable geological sites that carry high scientific value. Due to lack of 
common approach of quarrying and management, the speed of vanishing this locations are very rapid 
and without some sort of publicity, management strategy and legislation, they will be gone forever.

In the Pliocene volcanic fields of western Hungary, over 150 years basalt quarry history marked strongly 
nearly every volcanic landforms. However, under conservation laws and protection many of these sites 
became significant scientific knowledge sanctuaries. Still, sites that are outside of protected regions like 
the Bakony- Balaton UNESCO Global Geopark, by renewed interest in raw materials initiate new 
exploitations. While quarrying will create new cliff faces with potentially scientifically significant 
exposures, without self regulation of quarrying and some common management of preserving key 
sites, it is a question if those sites will stay intact for long term.


